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Parish Path Partnership Walk 

After some very rainy days, there was bright sunshine on Saturday, 16th November, when more 

than 25 people and several dogs turned up to walk the recently improved footpath in the village. 

The route was more challenging than in the previous two years – this time we climbed Eastern 

Hill from Spynishlake, testing the new gates and the refurbished bridge on the way. It was not 

a quick walk – but not the steep hill, but the cool stream and the sunny fields slowed down the 

children and the fantastic views the adults.  

On the top of the Hill Cllr Hanson was waiting for us and provided a delicious selection of 

cakes, sausage rolls and drinks. It is no surprise that in the nice sunshine and in the beautiful 

scenery, having a nice meal and chatting happily with the others, nobody was in a rush to return 

home for a long time. The Parish Council would like to thank the landowners for supporting 

the event and providing space for such a nice picnic. 

Ros Davies, the Parish Paths Liaison Officer from Devon County Council also attended the 

Village Walk. The Parish Path Partnership grant from Devon County Council provides funds 

for the improvement works. Next year the unclassified road between Leigh Cross and Spanish 

Lake Cross needs attention. It is used by walkers, bikes and horses but it is in a bad condition. 

It will be a different project those the Parish has carried out in the last two years, but hopefully 

a lot of residents will also be interested in walking that route after the work has been done. 

Councillor Vacancy 

Currently there are two vacancies on the Parish Council. If you are over 18, live within 3 miles 

of Doddiscombsleigh and interested in working for the community, you can be co-opted for a 

parish councillor position. Please contact the clerk at doddiscombsleighpc@gmail.com. 

Snow Warden 

The Parish Council is looking for a volunteer who is ready to take up the snow warden position. 

The main part of the role is to make routine checks of the grit bins and advise DCC when 

additional supplies are needed.  

Next Meeting  

The next meeting will be on Thursday, 9 January 2020 at Doddiscombsleigh School. The 

Council will discuss what could be a long term solution to improve the drainage system in the 

village and make the road repairs last longer. Please come along to join us.  

Parish Clerk: Agnes Miller, 07713 918178. doddiscombsleighpc@gmail.com 


